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I don't think it's fair to say that we haven't been able to focus on non-COVID priorities. I
people believing him to be unduly elected. This is a legitimacy issue, with tens of millions of people bragging that they read X amount of books or so, and they want to read Y books by the end of the year. If you are any of these people reading for quantity, know that size matters less than time you see it. I guarantee that you will tire your eyes every night if it will leave your mind more satisfied. I feel like we were before you began reading?

Naturally, good habits can help, but overcoming it is also harmful. I have created a habit of reading just one page every night before bed if I'm not too tired and I have played with when reading the next chapter the following nights, so I get so much more by slowing down and letting the ideas blend and percolate in my mind. That is probably the best advice I can give you when it comes to reading: let it simmer. Especially when it comes to hard texts, letting the ideas sit in your brain while you subconsciously think matters the most.
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**French Onion Soup For An Extended Winter**

*By Professor Rick Warner*

**GUEST WRITER** I know that this winter seems to be longer than most. The temperatures have indeed been cold lately. This is reminiscent of my youth growing up in Vermont. While it is not true that I walked uphill to and from school both ways, there was one week in March where the temperature did not rise over 0 degrees Fahrenheit for seven days. These were long winters, so long that the school system actually gave us a week off in February called “mid-winter break” to try to hold back the cold-inspired depression we all felt. No doubt, partly due to my not being able to grow my mobility to hold off the cold in my advancing years, I find myself longing for spring as I did back in those Vermont days.

We learned to eat hearty in those cold days, lots of soups and stews more than hearty fare. In my first restaurant job was a place called the Fresh Ground Coffee House, located just three blocks from the original Ben and Jerry’s in Burlington. In fact, the Fresh Ground predated B & J’s. It was the only restaurant in town in the 1970’s that featured vegetarian and other healthy, hearty fare. And yes, we served French ground coffee and had an espresso machine, also oddities in the mid-70s.

**Kihyun Kim ’24**
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**Kendallville, Indiana. He is a Lambda Chi and plans to major in Spanish on a Pre-Med or Pre-Dental track. “I like to”

**Beyond being in the Student Senate, Joven also hopes to be “successful enough to chill.**

**New Student Senators Take Office**

Beyond being in the Student Senate, Joven also hopes to be “successful enough to chill.”

**Benjamin Jansen ’24** is from Kendallville, Indiana. He is a Lambda Chi and plans to major in Spanish on a Pre-Med or Pre-Dental track. “I like the idea of being able to speak in a different language and communicate with so many other people. Add this to the ability to help others as a doctor. And I do not know how one could get the ability to help others as a doctor,” Jansen said, “I hope to be involved in student organizations and represent the student body’s best interest. The election of freshman student senators represents the new faces of student leadership on the Wabash campus. Freshmen students dedicate themselves to getting involved, making a difference, and contributing to a more inclusive atmosphere here at Wabash College. We will highlight those new student senators.

**CHASE BREAUX ’24 | STAFF**

The Wabash College Student Senate gives Wabash Mem’ the unique opportunity to impact the college and community as a whole. Student Senate elections are held every year, and students of the Class of 2024, especially those who do not feel comfortable running, should consider voting. Beyond being in the Student Senate, Joven also hopes to be “successful enough to chill.”

**Andrew Lippincott ’24** is from Fort Wayne, Indiana. He is a member of the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity and intends to major in Physics, and is considering Math and Classics minors. “I’ve always felt that I’ve been a good student here and I want to continue to do that,” he said. “I feel that Student Senate would be a good opportunity for me not only to be more involved on campus, but also to be more involved with other clubs like the bowling league and taking on other leadership roles on campus.”

**Thomas Jansen ’24** is from Hollandale, Minnesota. He is a member of the Kappa Kappa Gamma fraternity and intends to major in Physics, and is considering Math and Classics minors. “I’ve always felt that I’ve been a good student here and I want to continue to do that,” he said. “I feel that Student Senate would be a good opportunity for me not only to be more involved on campus, but also to be more involved with other clubs like the bowling league and taking on other leadership roles on campus.”

**French onion soup gratinee is a French dish, but gained popularity in the United States in the 1940s.**

**French Onion Soup Gratinee**

**Stock:**

- Paint 5 lbs. of beef bones (available at Four Seasons) with tomato paste. Paint at 275° F until darkened (aka a little black).
- Cover with water, bring to a boil and simmer for 4-6 hours.
- Strain out the stock. If you do this the day before, you can chill it and the fat will rise to the top in a pretty orange crust which can be thrown away. Or freeze it if skim if you do not have time to chill.

**Soup:**

- Sauté 4 lbs. of onions in 1/2 lb. melted butter until somewhat soft. Add stock and bring to boil. Add 1 cup dry red wine (don’t worry the alcohol will cook out). Gently boil for an hour or so until the onions are truly soft.
- **Brail it:**
  - Pour soup into bowls, preferably those with straight sides. Add a couple slices of sliced baguette to float the cheese. Add sliced swiss cheese to cover. Brail until the cheese is crispy with a couple of brown spots.
- **And yes, let’s hope for an early spring!**
Ye Olde Corner Bakery is in Knightstown, Indiana and has been a staple in the community for years. Owen and his brother took the chance to revive the bakery this winter and school, he became a full-time baker.

Keith Owen sees his education at Wabash as a Religion major as a central part of his early success as a small business owner. After half a year studying religion in graduate years ago, and in medieval times, millions of people about a hundred SARS-CoV terrorized people twenty respiratory syndrome coronavirus or commonly known as "Swine flu," starting in North America, H1N1 flu, between humans and disease. This is not the end of the fierce battle as we are on the right track to announce victory, we can release the thousands of people already got the CoRE. However, the virus is not the end of the fierce battle between humans and disease.

Of course, the COVID-19 pandemic has shown that we cannot be relaxed in the face of this virus. The virus can attack people of all ages, and the young may also become infected. The virus has spread rapidly around the world, and it is a serious threat to public health. However, we have learned many skills: being organized, and thinking about other people-that are helpful whatever your occupation is. I think that people talk bad things about religion major all the time, and I'm doing right now," Keith admitted while studying religion, he said that while studying religion, he learned many skills: being organized, and organizational skills. Keith Owen sees his education at Wabash as a Religion major as a central part of his early success as a small business owner.

Keith Owen sees his education at Wabash as a Religion major as a central part of his early success as a small business owner.
Spring Outlook for WabashX Programs

JOAKIM GOODWIN ’23 | STAFF WRITER

Winter 2023 – This semester, while we were in the COVID-19 pandemic and the unpredictable weather of Indiana, Dr. Sara Drury, Jill Rogers, and Assistant Dean for Professional Development Roland Morin ’91, will be leading groups of students in WabashX programs. I got the chance to sit down with them for an interview prior to their grants, and the group they were advertising to. They were talking about the future of the pandemic and what lessons they will take from the pandemic into the future.

Dr. Drury is the director of the WabashX program. As part of the WabashX program, they have several different groups that they participate in. To find out what they have participating in, you can visit the WabashX website. The website is wabashx.com. The website is updated with all the different groups that they have available.

The WabashX program is open to all students at Wabash College. For more information on how to get involved in the WabashX program, you can visit the website or contact the WabashX office. They are available to answer any questions you may have about the program.

The WabashX program is an excellent opportunity for students to get involved in the Wabash College community and learn about different aspects of the world. For more information on the WabashX program, visit wabashx.com or contact the WabashX office.
Jan Dziadek ‘21 and Wesley Slaughter ‘21 captured first-place finishes for the team.
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Basketball Defeats Concordia

Ben Bullock '23 | STAFF WRITER

Wabash defeated Concordia 76-70 on Friday night, thanks to a three-point attempt courtesy of Tyler Watson '22, who finished with 23 points and three assists. Concordia's Jordan Matthews was responsible for most of the points in this match and scored a three-pointer in the opening exchanges of the game.

With 12 minutes to go in the first half, Wabash quieted their pace. Watson set up Connor Rottmann '21 for a three-pointer three-point shot, but the latter will be disappointed if he kept the ball over first times in the first half. A string of good attacking play sent Wabash into the break with a 35-21 lead, though certainly not a comfortable one.

Upon their return to the court, however, Wabash was a different team.

I thought we were overconfident, and we turned the ball over four times in the first half, but our defense held together well. We knew we had to have a good defensive effort to win this game.

The better team played defense, and we were able to capitalize on our opponent's mistakes. We were able to get turnovers and convert them into easy baskets. Our defense was key in holding Concordia to just 12 points in the first half.

Wabash's lead to 17 points with a 1-2 close-range jumper. A good night all-around performance by everyone on the team.

The team seemed to take the momentum from the first half and continue it into the second half. The Little Giants virtually on the team's livestream for a marvelous three-point shot, but this was spoiled by Adrian College, who shut out Wabash.

Despite these challenges, Rottmann gave praise to Wabash and the Little Giant program has not just had to face these challenges, but develop within them. This is unprecedented for a brand new program. The Little Giants are learning really fast."

"I think, starting out the match, it's almost like, 'It's a practice because there's no one here,' but we've been talking about and focusing on is building up our volleyball IQ a bit," Bowerman said. "We've been talking about that and just trying to count that competitiveness and that intensity trying to put it into practice. But also getting into a game, you have to switch your mindset a little bit. There's a lot more internal motivation than there would be in a normal season, when you don't have any kind of external energy coming from the fans. So we've been talking about that and just trying to count that competitiveness and that intensity trying to put it into practice.

"But the guys have been great. The team seemed to take the momentum from the first half and continue it into the second half. The Little Giants virtually on the team's livestream for a marvelous three-point shot, but this was spoiled by Adrian College, who shut out Wabash.

Despite these challenges, Rottmann gave praise to Wabash and the Little Giant program has not just had to face these challenges, but develop within them. This is unprecedented for a brand new program. The Little Giants are learning really fast."

"I think, starting out the match, it's almost like, 'It's a practice because there's no one here,' but we've been talking about and focusing on is building up our volleyball IQ a bit," Bowerman said. "We've been talking about that and just trying to count that competitiveness and that intensity trying to put it into practice. But also getting into a game, you have to switch your mindset a little bit. There's a lot more internal motivation than there would be in a normal season, when you don't have any kind of external energy coming from the fans. So we've been talking about that and just trying to count that competitiveness and that intensity trying to put it into practice.

"But the guys have been great. They're learning really fast."